Introduction: Diabetes mellitus is a rapidly growing global public health problem; the number of adults with diabetes is expected to increase from 424.9 million in 2017 to 628.6 million in 2045. Approximately 80% of diabetic patients live in low- and middle-income countries where access to care may be limited. For example, in Ethiopia, diabetes care is often rudimentary, and formal, structured diabetes education is almost non-existent. One potential solution to the lack of diabetes management education for patients could be virtual simulation-based diabetes education incorporating the contextual realities of patients in Ethiopia. Despite its great potential to improve glycemic control, delay diabetes-related complications and reduce mortality associated with diabetes, the feasibility of virtual simulation-based diabetes self-management education has not been studied in low- and middle-income settings.

Objective: The purpose of the current study is to evaluate the feasibility of a virtual simulation-based Diabetes Foot Care Education (DFCE) program among adult patients with diabetes in Ethiopia.

Methods: A randomized controlled feasibility study including participants from University of Gondar Referral Hospital (UoGRH) will be conducted. A sample of 40 participants will be recruited, of which 20 participants will receive the virtual simulation-based education program, and the other 20 participants will continue with their usual diabetes care. After the education program, a questionnaire and structured interview will be used to explore the feasibility (acceptability, practicality) and the potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE intervention in patients with diabetes. Data will be analyzed using SPSS version 25 using descriptive statistics, independent t-tests, paired sample t-test, and factorial ANOVA at significance levels of less than 0.05.

Discussion: Our study seeks to understand the perceived usefulness and usability of virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education on behavioural (diabetes foot-care knowledge, foot self-care practices, and foot self-care efficacy). Furthermore, the study will provide insight to assist in the development of technologically assisted and contextually designed DFCE programs.

Trial Registration Number: NCT04841291 (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier).
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education programs makes the burden of diabetes and diabetes management a critically important issue in Ethiopia.\(^4\) In order to address this need, innovative, patient-centered strategies are urgently required.\(^5\)

One important strategy is to provide comprehensive patient education specifically directed at the needs of people with diabetes. The primary goals of diabetes education is to enhance patients’ knowledge and skills, enable patients to identify the priorities of self-management, and to improve problem-solving and coping skills related to managing their health conditions.\(^6\) Diabetes self-management education (DSME) is one such patient-centered strategy which has been adopted in other settings. DSME is broadly defined as the process of facilitating knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for people with diabetes to perform self-care.\(^7\) DSME is emerging as a central part of diabetes management and care\(^7\) and is included as the standard of care in national and international guidelines.\(^8\)

These guidelines include diabetes education and self-management strategies in particular Diabetes Foot Care Education (DFCE) strategies as essential components of diabetes care. Especially, the rising prevalence of diabetes-related complications including diabetic foot ulcers requires an integrated and continuous patient education programs.\(^9\) However, studies demonstrate that the self-management knowledge and skills of adult patients with diabetes is inadequate and it is a major barrier to adequate management of diabetes\(^12,13\) and this is particularly true in Ethiopia. A study conducted by Mariye et al in Tigray, Ethiopia reported nearly 63% of study participants had poor diabetes self-care practices associated with a lack of knowledge and limited access to diabetes education.\(^14\)

At the University of Gondar Referral Hospital (UoGRF) in Northeast Ethiopia, over half (52%) of the patients who attended a diabetes specialty care clinic were identified as having poor self-care practices.\(^15\) In a similar study in the Northern part of Ethiopia, 44% of participants did not know about diabetes foot care while 47% had poor foot care practices.\(^16\) The poor self-care practices was associated with a lack of availability of diabetes education and was demonstrated among patients who, as a group, had low knowledge levels on critical topics for diabetes self-care such as blood glucose monitoring, foot care, and the role of physical activity in managing diabetes.\(^15,16\) The low level of knowledge and self-care practices has been attributed to the absence of a structured diabetes education program in Ethiopia.\(^17\)–\(^19\)

Inaccessible diabetes education and a lack of clinicians with specialized training and expertise in diabetes education contribute to poor diabetes management and diabetes-associated complications in Ethiopia. A recent study in Dessie, Ethiopia, reported that 70% of people with Type 2 diabetes have been affected by one or more diabetes-related complications.\(^20\) The most common diabetes-associated complications in Ethiopia include neuropathy (35%), retinopathy (25%), and kidney disease (24%).\(^21\) Diabetes-related amputation is also high (47%) among patients with diabetes at Tikur Anbessa Hospital, Ethiopia.\(^22\) This is mainly due to inaccessible diabetes foot care education and lack of direction in Ethiopian guidelines for diabetes experts to provide education regarding foot care.

Unlike Western countries like Canada, in Ethiopia, there are no certified diabetes educators. Clinicians involved in diabetes education include medical interns, nurses, and Health Officers who may have varying levels of training and experience on providing education to patients with diabetes even at specialized diabetes clinics.\(^23\) Medical interns serve in general practice roles after graduating from medical School as part of the medical school financing scheme through the Ministry of Health and may have limited exposure to, or interest in, care of the diabetic patient.\(^24\) While nurses do participate in the education and coaching of diabetic patients, specialization in diabetes care is uncommon in Ethiopia and nurses have competing priorities in the management of patient flow and multiple patient care activities. In addition, Health Officers are trained to provide primary care and follow-up on patient concerns, particularly in the rural areas of Ethiopia, but do not obtain the preparation to provide comprehensive diabetes education and self-management coaching.\(^25\)

Another barrier to diabetes education in Ethiopia is a lack of time devoted to follow-up and patient education. For example, during the provision of diabetes care, visits are very brief and focused on medication refills. Patients do not perceive they have the time or opportunity to discuss their concerns or have their learning needs addressed.\(^21\) This lack of opportunity is believed to be a result of chronic staff shortages and heavy patient care demands.\(^25,26\) This phenomenon is true throughout the health care system in Ethiopia but is especially impactful on patients in diabetic clinics. The result of these barriers is that knowledge and skills around self-practices contribute to the higher morbidity and mortality related to diabetes in Ethiopia.\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^14,19,27\) This includes the lack of proper foot care practices that lead to a high amputation rate.
To overcome the challenges related to the lack of opportunity to provide foot care education, national and global initiatives emphasize the use of engaging and innovative education platforms. One such strategy is virtual simulation-based DFCE especially in resource-scarce settings.\textsuperscript{28,29}

**Virtual Simulation**

Although simulation-based education has been used for decades, it is believed that simulation-based interventions will continue to advance into the 21st century as a result of Virtual Simulation Games (VSG).\textsuperscript{30,31} With the availability of less expensive personal computers and simulation software, independent groups have developed simulator systems that have gained increasing attention in the areas of aviation, military training, and space flights.\textsuperscript{32}

VSGs have been utilized in the aerospace industry since 1992 to assist in aeronautic engine design and amateur and commercial pilot training. This strategy has been proven cost-effective, safe, and engaging as a teaching modality.\textsuperscript{32} The demonstrated benefit in the aviation business has created a great deal of interest and development with health care to adopt VSGs in establishing an engaging environment to augment medical education.\textsuperscript{33}

Simulation intervention strategies have advanced considerably since the 2013 publication of the Healthcare Simulation Dictionary published by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)\textsuperscript{34} which provided a conceptual framework for simulation activities in health care including definition of terms and other technical guidance. A rigorously developed taxonomy aimed to create clarity and improve communication for health care simulationists in teaching, education, and research.\textsuperscript{34} As a reputable resource for simulation terminology, the dictionary outlined the landscape of virtual simulation and identified virtual simulation games as “the recreation of reality depicted on a computer screen” that “injects humans in a central role by exercising motor control skills, decision skills, or communication skills” including “a simulation involving real people operating simulated systems”.\textsuperscript{34}

The purpose of virtual simulation is to provide engaging interactive media to support education that does not just provide entertainment but is useful to deliver patient care.\textsuperscript{35,36} It has been suggested that the three integral components of virtual simulation gaming are simulation, learning, and gaming.\textsuperscript{37} A virtual world creates access to engaging and interactive education anywhere, on any computer alternative or adjunct to traditional education.\textsuperscript{34}

Available evidence continues to support the premise that VSG can enhance students’ learning experience and improve the knowledge and skill related to the assigned tasks.\textsuperscript{38} Virtual simulation-based education has been implemented in medical education to develop students’ cognitive and psychomotor skills.\textsuperscript{39,40} Virtual simulation promotes engagement, interaction, and feedback.\textsuperscript{39} The underlying concept is that virtual simulation-based education being accessed through a variety of screen-based interactive and dynamic scenarios.

Despite recent popularity and the use in clinician training, virtual simulation-based education is relatively new in the area of patient education and little is known about its feasibility with regard to self-management education. There is a lack of evidence to support the use of VSG in direct patient education, especially in resource-limited settings where access to standardized and formal patient education programs are very limited and, in some cases, non-existent. To date, no published studies report the application of virtual simulation for patient education in sub-Saharan Africa. It is expected that this intervention will be well accepted by patients because of the gap in diabetes foot care education and the novelty of the application of technology to address this need.

In the current digital age and the emerging challenges related to a pandemic, the lack of research to support the full potential of VSG as a teaching modality for patients is concerning. The need for innovative diabetes self-management education resources is critical in Ethiopia where diabetes self-management education resources and personnel are limited, and the available education is delivered inconsistently.

**Aim and Research Questions**

**Aim of the Study**

This study aims to evaluate the feasibility of virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education on foot care knowledge and practice/behaviour. To achieve this a virtual simulation game will be developed and implemented.
Research Questions
The primary question for this study is:

- In patients with diabetes mellitus II in Ethiopia, is virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education a practical and acceptable intervention as compared to usual foot care education?

The secondary questions are:

- What is the impact of virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education on diabetes foot self-care knowledge among patients with diabetes mellitus?
- What is the impact of virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education on diabetes foot self-care behaviour among patients with diabetes mellitus?
- What is the impact of virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education on diabetes foot self-care efficacy among patients with diabetes mellitus?

Methods
Study Design
This study uses a randomized controlled design to evaluate the feasibility of virtual simulation-based Diabetes Foot Care Education (DFCE) among adult patients with diabetes. The intervention group will receive a virtual simulation-based diabetes foot care education program in addition to usual diabetes care while the control group will continue receiving usual diabetes care only.

Study Setting
This study will be conducted at the University of Gondar tertiary referral hospital in Gondar, Ethiopia. Gondar city is located 727 km away from Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia. According to the 2007 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia, the population of Gondar was 207,044. The University of Gondar hospital is a 1000-bed capacity tertiary level referral hospital located at the heart of Gondar and currently serves as the tertiary specialty hospital for 7 million people.

The diabetic clinic at University of Gondar teaching and referral hospital was established in 1985 and patient documentation and registration was started 20 years ago. The clinic serves 2600 registered DM patients and among these 1312 are patients that have a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes. The clinic is open three days a week and on average, 200 patients with diabetes visit the clinic every week. Considering the number of patient encounters per week, it is estimated that participant recruitment will take one month.

Feasibility Testing
The overall framework for assessing the feasibility of virtual simulation-based DFCE will use the formal framework outlined by Bowen, Kreuter. Briefly, this model outlines, eight key areas of focus for a feasibility study. These areas include acceptability, demand, implementation, practicality, adaptation, integration, expansion, and impact (limited-efficacy). Within these key areas, feasibility studies use study questions that are appropriate depending on the stage of development for the intervention (Figure 1).

The Bowen feasibility model emphasizes the importance of tailored approaches and study questions that specifically evaluate the feasibility of an intervention based on its current state of development. At the initial stage of developing an intervention, the main question is, “Can the intervention work?” Following this, and given evidence that the intervention might work, the second question is, “Does it work?” Thirdly, given the evidence that the intervention can be effective, the next question in the Brown feasibility model is, “Will it work?” Evidence found in these stages of development is used to support the translation of the intervention into practice and develop clinical trials aimed at assessing the impact of the intervention.
For the development of virtual simulation-based DFCE, the first two areas of investigation (Can it work and Does it work?) are most relevant as there have been few studies addressing the use of virtual simulation-based activities in DFCE. These two areas specifically address whether virtual simulation-based DFCE can work (acceptable and practical) and whether the intervention might be effective at improving patient-centered outcomes.

From the Bowen feasibility framework, this study will explore three critical areas: 1) acceptability, 2) practicality, and 3) impact (limited-efficacy testing). These areas were selected as they reflect the state of development of virtual simulation-based DFCE, the current state of diabetes education, and limited experience implementing diabetes education in Ethiopia.

Acceptability is a relatively common focus area for feasibility study and can be defined as users’ willingness to use a given treatment, service, practice, or intervention. In our study, acceptability looks at how patients with type 2 diabetes react to or perceive virtual simulation-based DFCE. Thus, acceptability will be measured using the perceived usefulness of the virtual simulation-based DFCE.

Practicality explores the extent to which the virtual simulation-based DFCE can be delivered and attempts to assess the ability of patients with type 2 diabetes to utilize virtual simulation-based DFCE. Less complex innovations such as virtual simulation games are easier to understand and less frustrating to use; thus, in our study, practicality will be measured using the usability of virtual simulation-based DFCE.

Impact or limited-efficacy testing is testing the virtual simulation-based DFCE in a limited way by measuring the potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE on diabetes foot care knowledge and diabetes foot-care behaviour. Such feasibility study focus area is mostly conducted with intermediate rather than final outcomes and with shorter follow-up periods.

Enrollment Criteria
Inclusion criteria: adult patients (≥ 18 years), type 2 DM patients who are on diabetes follow-up at University of Gondar tertiary referral hospital.

Exclusion criteria: patients with type 1 diabetes or gestational diabetes, patients who previously attended any form of formal DSME program/ documented/ in the past three months, individuals with documented severe cognitive impairment, individuals with documented visual impairment that diminished their ability to navigate the game, terminally ill individuals, individuals without the ability to read or understand the Amharic consent documentation.

Participants’ Recruitment and Screening
Potential participants will be informed about the trial through posters in the hospital’s diabetes clinic. The nurses in the clinic will also speak to patients scheduled for their regular diabetes care appointment to identify interested patients. The names of interested patients will be released to the research assistant. The research assistant will meet with all interested patients in a private office after their diabetes follow-up visit to confirm their eligibility, explain the trial and obtain informed consent. All eligible patients will receive a verbal and written explanation of the trial, including risks and benefits of participating in the study, their right to withdraw from the trial at any time, that information collected will remain anonymous, and information will be stored securely to maintain confidentiality. Patients will be encouraged to ask questions prior to consenting to participate in the trial.
Usual Care

Participants in both groups will continue utilizing the usual follow-up diabetes care, which occurs every month. Usual care includes patients providing a morning fasting blood sample to assess their fasting blood sugar (FBS) and Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c). Patients then wait at the hospital until the afternoon, and when they return to the diabetes clinic they have a brief 15 to 20 minutes verbal consultation in the afternoon with their general practitioner (doctor) in a large room full of other patients (around 20 patients at a time) and health professionals (around 8) including Nurses and Health Officers attending the diabetic clinic. During their consultation, they review their blood work (HbA1c and FBS) and have a brief discussion regarding diet, medication adherence, foot care, and other topics specific to the patient. Diabetes foot care education is minimal and consists of the type of shoes to wear and where to seek help when a diabetic foot ulcer develops. Under usual care, this discussion is typically brief, informal, and unstructured without clear goals or learning outcomes, without the use of teaching aids, and the information is driven by the physician’s assessment of the most important topics for the patient.

Intervention

Participants will receive a virtual simulation-based DFCE sessions on seven topics (the reasons for inspecting one’s feet, risk factors and prevention strategies of diabetic foot ulcer, how to wash and moisturize feet, comfortable sock and shoe choices, what to look for, and what to do during feet inspection, how to trim toenails, and how to maintain foot health) at University of Gondar computer lab for 30 minutes (Figure 2).

The virtual simulation game will be organized and developed in the Amharic language by the researcher along with diabetes expert nurses and simulation experts. The Amharic language is the Ethiopian official working language and it is a mother tongue language in the study site.

A computer lab will be set up at University of Gondar and participants will be invited to the established computer lab to explore each topic and go through the virtual simulation game. Then participants will be given a chance to ask questions before finishing the session and leaving the lab. Afterward, data collectors will interview participants about their reactions (what they like, challenges of utilizing the game, and what to improve) to the simulation game. To decrease the attrition rate and make the intervention session successful, the education session will be held on the date of the participants’ routine follow-up visit.

![Virtual Simulation-Based DFCE Session](https://doi.org/10.2147/DMSO.S345722)
VSG Design and Creation

The design and content of virtual simulation-based DSME will be based on the Diabetes Canada 2018 Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Prevention and Management of Diabetes in Canada, International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation and Learning Standards of Best Practice: Simulation Design, International Diabetes Federation training manual for Sub-Saharan Africa, and it will be customized to the local context using other evidence-informed practices in Ethiopia. To customize and validate the content of the intervention protocol (virtual simulation-based DFCE), a consultation will be made with five experts working at University of Gondar Hospital diabetes clinic using open-ended questions. Based on the feedback, necessary changes and additions will be made to the content of the program.

The design and creation of the VSG will follow the Canadian Alliance of Nurse Educators using Simulation (CAN-Sim) VSG design process. The creators will develop learning outcomes as the basis for pre-selected decision points with corresponding responses. The script of the video will be prepared by the principal investigator along with content experts to ensure accuracy and relevancy within the Ethiopian healthcare context. GoPro technology will be used to film the video portions of the game and include a standardized patient as a patient with diabetes. For the VSG content, Articulate® Storyline 360 software will be used and the CAN-Sim software game template with pre-determined decision points and written rationales will be utilized. Content experts will include individuals in nursing education and diabetes care as well as content experts in simulation design, facilitation, and evaluation.

VSG Content

The VSG discusses and shows diabetes foot care. The contents and objectives are directed to educate patients with diabetes about diabetes foot care including the reasons for inspecting one’s feet, risk factors and prevention strategies of diabetic foot ulcer, how to wash and moisturize feet, comfortable sock and shoe choices, what to look for, and what to do during feet inspection, how to trim toenails, and how to maintain foot health. The VSG will be filmed from the outside perspective where a nurse is educating a patient with diabetes which will provide an engaging experience for the learner which is a crucial component of VSG.

A patient-nurse encounter with a realistic scenario and information will be provided. Following the VSG, the participant will be required to respond to a series of multiple-choice questions with response options. For each question, a different potential answer with a unique direction and information for foot care will be provided. If the learner chooses the correct answer, a video clip will be shown illustrating the results of their choice and a written rationale on why their response was correct. If learners respond correctly, then they will advance to the next video and decision point. If the learner’s answer is incorrect, they will be shown a written rationale on why their decision is incorrect. Then learners will be redirected and given a chance to choose a more appropriate answer to the question.

Retention Strategy

In order to reduce loss to follow-up, participants will receive routine reminders about follow-up visits and the study visits will be coordinated with their routine clinic visits. Confidentiality will be ensured and potential barriers to attending appointments will be discussed. Regular appointment dates will be arranged in a way to reduce information spillover between the intervention and control group participants. Thus, participants in the intervention and the comparison groups will visit the hospital on different days. At the end of the study, the virtual simulation-based DSME will be offered to the control group.

Study Variables

Dependent variables

Primary outcomes

- Acceptability of the virtual simulation-based DFCE
- Practicality of the virtual simulation-based DFCE
Secondary outcomes

- Diabetes foot care knowledge
- Diabetes foot care behaviour
- Diabetes foot self-care efficacy

Independent variables: Virtual Simulation-based Diabetes Foot Care Education

Covariates: Age, sex, marital status, living arrangement, residence, occupation, income, financial source for medication, education status, duration of diabetes, duration of follow-up.

Outcome Measures

Outcome measures will be collected using both interviewer-administered questionnaires and participant interviews. Data collectors will review the questionnaires for completeness and will ask participants if there are concerns or missing questions. Four data collectors will be trained on virtual simulation-based foot care education by the researcher to collect the data. The outcome measures will review the sociodemographic characteristics, anthropometric measurements and clinical and medical information, acceptability of the virtual simulation-based DFCE, practicality of virtual simulation-based DFCE, diabetes foot care knowledge, diabetes foot care behaviour, and diabetes foot self-care efficacy. Data collectors will not be informed about participants’ group allocation. The data collection tool has seven components related to 1) socio-demographic characteristics, 2) clinical conditions, 3) acceptability, 4) practicality, 5) diabetes foot care knowledge, 6) diabetes foot care behaviour, and 7) diabetes foot self-care efficacy.

1. Socio-demographic Characteristics: Twelve questions (including age, sex, marital status, educational level, duration of diabetes) are prepared to gather the socio-demographic characteristics of participants. This will be collected before the intervention or usual care.

2. Acceptability: The Technology Acceptance Survey (TAS) measures acceptability, and practicability and will be used to assess virtual simulation-based DFCE. The 16-item TAS is a brief self-report questionnaire that measures technology acceptance, ease of use and usefulness of the virtual simulation technology using a five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. The perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use subscales will be utilized to measure the acceptability and practicality of virtual simulation-based DFCE respectively. In a study of 80 patients with diabetes measuring the acceptance of health information technology, the reliability analysis revealed a Cronbach’s α of 0.842 for the perceived usefulness and 0.929 for perceived ease of use subscales. Similarly, in a sample of 30 technology users in Ethiopia, measuring technology acceptability and usability which reported a Cronbach’s α of 0.889 for perceived usefulness subscale and 0.846 for perceived ease of use subscale.

3. Diabetes Foot Care Knowledge: Diabetes foot care knowledge will be assessed with the Foot Care Knowledge (FCK) questionnaire. The FCK questionnaire was developed by Pollock, Unwin and consists of 11 items. The FCK questions evaluate the respondent’s foot care knowledge. Responses will be interpreted as “correct” or “incorrect” based on the questionnaire’s answer key. The maximum possible knowledge score will be 11 and can range from 1 to 11. In their study of individuals with diabetes, documented that the FCK achieved a Content Validity Index (CVI) of 0.91. The FCK demonstrated acceptable test-retest reliability (r = 0.67–1).

4. Diabetes Foot Care Behaviour: Diabetes Foot Care Behaviour will be assessed with the 15-item Foot Self-Care Behaviour Scale (FSCBS). The FSCBS is a brief self-report questionnaire that measures foot care behaviour. Patients will be asked to choose the most suitable response “never,” “rarely,” “sometimes,” “often,” and “always” to each question. Bicer and Enç reported a Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency of 0.83.

5. Diabetes Foot self-care efficacy: This will be measured with Foot Care Confidence Scale (FCCS). The tool consists of 12 items on a 5-point Likert scale (strongly not confident, not confident, moderately confident, confident, and strongly confident). The score ranged from 12–60; a higher score indicates a higher level of
diabetes foot self-care efficacy. The tool has a content validity index of 100% and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of 0.92.63

All the data collection tools have been translated from English to Amharic and then translated back to English to check the consistency. The Amharic version of the data collection tool will be used to collect data. The questionnaires will be pilot tested in 5 patients to see any challenges in filling out the questionnaires. How long it takes to fill the questionnaires will be determined and appropriate changes will be made based on the pilot test.

Sample Size
The sample size was calculated with the assumptions of increasing knowledge regarding foot care practices, as per the FCK questionnaire in the intervention group by 15% with a power of 80%, and one-sided test at 0.05 significance level. With the addition of 10% attrition rate, from the total 1312 adult Type 2 DM patients on active follow-up, we will recruit a total sample of 352 participants (176 in each arm). However, because this is a feasibility study, no formal sample size and power calculations are required to fully address the components of feasibility.64 Post hoc analysis will be done to evaluate power. As a result, this study aims to recruit a convenience sample of 40 participants based on recommendations for feasibility study sample size calculations.64,65

Data Analysis
Data will be cleaned and coded before analysis. Data will be analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25. Descriptive values such as frequencies, percentages, means, and standard deviations will be used to describe the sample and the study variables. Acceptability and practicality of virtual simulation-based DFCE will be analyzed using percentages, means, medians, and standard deviations. Pearson correlation will also be utilized between various socio-demographic variables (such as age, sex, and educational level) and the acceptability and practicality of virtual simulation-based DFCE to assess possible relationships between differences in these sociodemographic factors and changes in acceptability and practicality of the intervention.

An independent sample t-test and paired t-test will be used to compare the mean difference for all outcome variables (diabetes foot care knowledge, diabetes foot care behaviour, and diabetes foot self-care efficacy (proposed primary dependent variables of the future clinical trial). Factorial ANOVA will also be carried out for all outcomes. A subsequent post-hoc test will be utilized if a significant main effect or interactions are found (the detail is outlined in Table 1). P-values of less than 0.05 will be considered statistically significant. In addition to per-protocol analysis, an intention-to-treat analysis will be used to compare all participants who will receive the virtual simulation-based education as well as those who partially completed part of the sessions but failed to complete the whole sessions.66 For missing values of outcome variables, multiple imputations will be used with the assumption of missing completely at random using five imputed data sets both at baseline and end-line.67 The data collection instruments will be tested for reliability and validity. Cronbach’s coefficient alpha will be used to measure the inter-item consistency reliability of the instruments.68,69

The qualitative data obtained through the face-to-face interviews will be analysed using a content analysis technique. Content analysis is

a systematic coding and categorizing approach used for exploring large amounts of textual information unobtrusively to determine trends and patterns of words used, their frequency, their relationships, and the structures and discourses of communication.70

An experienced Transcriptionist will transcribe the interview. The content analysis will follow the three phases: preparation, organizing, and reporting as outlined by Elo and Kyngäs.71 During the preparation phase, the researcher will read and reread the transcribed interviews to familiarize with the data and obtain a sense of whole, select the unit of analysis (can be a word or a theme) in the data. The organizing phase includes open coding, creating categories (the lists of categories are grouped under higher-order headings), and abstraction.71 Finally, reporting the study and presenting the results requires models, conceptual systems, conceptual map, or categories.
Ensuring accuracy and avoiding misinterpretation of data is a central issue during the analysis of the data, thus, study participants will be contacted to verify the results as to their intended meaning. The researcher will also keep a journal of the reasoning processes behind the decisions made during the data analysis.

**Study Population and Randomisation**

All adult patients with type 2 diabetes who are registered to receive follow-up care and attend a regularly scheduled follow-up clinic visit at the University of Gondar Referral Hospital will be screened for eligibility to participate in the study. Following verification of meeting eligibility criteria, participants will be informed of the purpose of the study and informed consent will be obtained. Once a study participant provides consent to participate in the research, the research assistant (health officer) will call the diabetes nurse (randomization coordinator) and obtain the participant’s study ID number and group allocation.

Group allocation will be assigned through a random assignment. Randomization of participants into this trial will be conducted in three steps: sequence generation, allocation through a concealed procedure, and final assignment and implementation of the study protocol (Kim & Shin, 2014). Simple randomization using a web-based generated sequence ([www.randomization.com](http://www.randomization.com); Alberta, Canada) will be used to enroll eligible participants into the study groups. A diabetes nurse working at Meraki Health Center (who is not part of the research team) will function as a third-party randomization coordinator and will refer to the randomly generated group assignment roster. To allow convenient access

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Analysis Method for Each Study Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • Is virtual simulation-based DFCE an acceptable intervention among patients with diabetes in Ethiopia? | • Technology Acceptance Survey               | • Descriptive statistics for perceived usefulness subscales of the Technology acceptance survey among intervention participants (percentages, means, medians, standard deviations) | • Pearson correlation  
• Content analysis |
| • Is virtual simulation-based DFCE practical among adult patients with diabetes? | • Technology Acceptance Survey               | • Descriptive statistics for practicality/ usability/ subscales of the Technology acceptance survey among intervention participants (percentages, means, medians, standard deviations) | • Content analysis |
| • What is the potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE on diabetes foot care knowledge among patients with diabetes mellitus? | • Foot Care Knowledge (FCK) questionnaire   | • Comparison of foot care knowledge comparing interventions and control groups. (Independent samples t-test)  
• Paired sample t-test  
• Factorial ANOVA  
• Post-hoc test | • Proposed primary dependent variables of the future clinical trial. |
| • What is the potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE on diabetes foot care behaviour among patients with diabetes mellitus? | • Foot Self-Care Behaviour Scale (FSCBS)     | • Independent samples t-test  
• Paired sample t-test  
• Factorial ANOVA | |
| • What is the potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE on diabetes foot self-care efficacy among patients with diabetes mellitus? | • Foot Care Confidence Scale (FCCS)         | • Independent samples t-test  
• Paired sample t-test  
• Factorial ANOVA | |
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to the randomization schedule, the diabetes nurse will use the previously generated assignment in sequential order and will refer to the randomization schedule and tell the research assistant (health officer) the participant’s study ID number and group allocation to the study. Data collectors (four nurses) will not be informed of participants’ group allocation in order to avoid detection bias.

**Data Collection Plan**
The current study will follow six stages of data collection procedure.

Stage 1. A group of experts will meet to review the virtual simulation-based DFCE and the validation of the DFCE program. The process begins with the assembly of experts including a diabetes educator, diabetes nurses, pharmacist, and simulation-based education expert. Then the content of the DFCE program will be presented to the expert group for a review. After a content validation, the researcher and simulation experts will create and edit the games as required to make the simulation game as clear as possible.

Stage 2. Recruitment and training of the research team including data collectors will be carried out before the start of the study. During this stage, four nurses will be recruited to collect the data.

Stage 3. The consent process will include ethics approval from Queen’s University and University of Gondar Research Ethics Boards. Participants will be approached and asked for voluntary participation during their regular clinic visits at a private office by the research assistant. Following ethics approval and informed consent, participants will be enrolled into the study groups. Participants that meet the inclusion criteria and consented to participate will be enrolled and followed for months as described in the study population and randomization section.

Stage 4. Once participants consented to be enrolled in the study, baseline data will be collected consisting of socio-demographic characteristics, clinical conditions, acceptability, practicality, diabetes foot care knowledge, diabetes foot care behavior, diabetes foot self-care efficacy using an interviewer-administered questionnaire, and participant interview.

Stage 5. Study participants will receive a virtual simulation-based DFCE for 30 minutes during their regularly scheduled follow-up appointments while patients in the control arm will receive usual care through their diabetes care team.

Stage 6. Post-intervention measurement will be held for both the intervention and control group following the final virtual simulation-based DFCE session.

Participants’ interview. Following the completion of the post-intervention survey, semi-structured face-to-face individual interviews will be conducted. The purpose is to collect qualitative data that will inform the understanding of the mechanism of action of the intervention and the factors that influenced the acceptability and practicality of the intervention. Five participants will be purposefully selected. The interviews will be conducted by the researcher using a structured interview guide. The duration of the interview will be 20 and 30 minutes. The interviews will be audiotaped and transcribed verbatim immediately after each interview. Also, field notes will be made during the interview.

**Ethical Considerations**
Ethical review will be obtained from the Research Ethics Board of Queen’s University and University of Gondar. The study will comply with the Declaration of Helsinki Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects. To create rapport and explore research collaboration in the study area, preliminary visits to key stakeholders will be performed by the research team to inform them of the purpose of the study, and the proposed timeline. Participants will be briefed about the purpose, the risks, and benefits of the study; informed consent will be secured (a written informed consent that will be translated into Amharic and signed consent will be returned before assigned to a group). Consent will include information on the voluntary nature of participation, their rights to withdraw at any time from the study, and their rights to decline the interview data. Patients will be assured that their choice to decline will not in any way affect their care or any other services in the hospital. Researchers will answer any question raised and will further control and handle any unanticipated events that may arise during the study. Individuals willing to participate in the study will then be assessed based on the eligibility criteria before being recruited into the study and will be assigned a study number that will appear on the data collection form. To secure the privacy of participants, identifying information will not be made available to anyone not directly involved in the project. Questionnaires will be kept in a locked cabinet with physical
security to the storage room for a total of five years per Queen’s University Policy. Then the questionnaires will be incinerated. The audio record from the face-to-face interviews will be transferred from the recorder to the encrypted computer and then deleted from the recorder once transcribed. The fieldnote will be converted to a digital format and stored as well in the encrypted computer.

**Potential Limitations**

There are several potential limitations to the conduct of this study. One potential limitation of our study includes study participant selection and participation. Study participants will be patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus with follow-up at University of Gondar hospital who present for day-long follow-up visits. Therefore, selecting both intervention and control groups from the same hospital may create contamination of information through verbal communication. However, it can be addressed by arranging the appointment dates of intervention and control group participants on different days.

Because participants are attending at a specialty hospital, there may be a potential social desirability bias in participants’ responses. To avert the potential overestimation bias due to the self-reporting data collection questionnaire, a strict data collection procedure will be maintained. In addition, social desirability bias can be reduced by recruiting data collectors from outside the University of Gondar Hospital. Attrition from follow-up could present another challenge, but this will be addressed by offering participants a free lunch for participating.

**Discussion**

Interventions to enhance chronic disease self-management are an urgent priority and are particularly required in low- and middle-income settings. Limited diabetes foot care knowledge and skill is a serious public health concern in Ethiopia partly due to inadequate attention and inaccessibility to diabetes foot care education. Effective foot care and prevention of foot complications can be supported by building knowledge and self-care skills of diabetes patients through structured, engaging, and innovative diabetes foot care education programs. Despite this need, pragmatic studies addressing the feasibility of contextualised diabetes foot care education programs are limited. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the feasibility and potential impact of virtual simulation-based DFCE in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Thus, the proposed study will explore the feasibility of innovative, fun, and engaging patient education programs and improve the understanding of practical DFCE in a diversified socioeconomic context and help to create the foundation for the conceptualization of an effective diabetes education program.
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